Invocation to the Elements by Molly McClellan
Spirits of the East and Air
of yellows, golds and feathers fair
join us and protect us true
as spring and dawn break anew
eagles, condors, ight of birds
inspiration, visions, words
join and shield us Raphael
Spirits of the East and Air protect us well.
Spirits of the South and Fire
the heat of noon; ames of desire
Summer, innocence, dragons and sight
reds, oranges, puri cation, and light
clever coyote, rabbit so swift
sister serpent share transformations gift
Michael spread protective wings
Spirits of the South and Fire we request you blessings.
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Spirits of the West and Water
of Bear, courage; introspections daughter
jaguar so sleek, sh dancing in shoals
the feminine shines thorough in re ection and goals
turquoise, black, shades of blues
of dusk and sage; autumn’s brilliant hues
join and shield us Gabriel
Spirits of the West and Water protect us well.

Spirits of the North and Earth
ancestors and guides come join our hearth
steadfast gate-keepers, the humming-ist of birds
teachers o er your wisdom and words
dirt, sweet-grass, winter and midnight
of growing, brown, bu alo and white
Uriel spread protective wings
Spirits of the North and Earth we request you blessings.
Releasing of the Elements:
Bless you element of Air - We give gratitude for your
inspiration, the wind in our hair, and the breath of life in our
bodies. In gratitude you are released.
Bless you element of Fire - We give gratitude for your warmth,
the passion that ows through our bodies and the protection of
your ames. In gratitude you are released.
Bless you element of Water - We give gratitude for your healing
waters, the comfort of our tears, and the comfort you provide
as you wash over us. In gratitude you are released.
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Bless you element of Earth - We give gratitude for your
strength. Grounding us and holding us up. For nurturing our
body and soul while we go deep and rest. In gratitude you are
released.

